Harvard Crew Wins Cup; Princeton In Second Place

But for one thing, conditions on the Charles, Saturday was ideal for the traditional Compton Cup crew races. The one thing was weather, the operatic kind. Harvard successfully defended its Cup title, taking a first and two seconds; Princeton was second with a win and a second. Wisconsin was not eligible for the Cup but took the majority race. Tech was the host team; hospitably, it took three last.

T. The-JayVee race might have been a good one. Princeton started well. Harvard was close. The return of Eric Thiel and Jim Mambert helped MIT, but something was wrong and the others rowed the race they should have been capable of. Princeton had a slight lead going into the last quarter-mile. Harvard was gaining, but, just as they seemed about to pick up, they caught a crab with it. They lost ground, and at the finishing line it was Har-

vord winner by about a half-length over Princeton. The time was 9:19 for the standard miles and three-quarters.

The-JayVee was John Kipp with a win in the broad jump, and seven more points in as-
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And the schools, competing in its only race, put on a late drive to move past Harvard and win 8:5:0. Princeton was a length and a half back of Harvard in third.

The-Techn alumni won the traditional Compton Cup crew races. The one thing was weather, the operatic kind. Harvard successfully defended its Cup title, taking a first and two seconds; Princeton was second with a win and a second. Wisconsin was not eligible for the Cup but took the majority race. Tech was the host team; hospitably, it took three last.
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